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Abstract

Presentation for Spring 2019 Undergraduate Research Exposition. The purpose of this research was to explore the changes in education systems' and emergency management agencies' perception of school violence after the mass school shooting at Columbine High School in 1999.
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## Introduction

In recent decades, the threat of school shootings has become increasingly more prominent. Parents send their children to school with fears they may not come home.

This truly became a household concern in 1999 after the shooting at Columbine High School.

This tragedy pushed emergency management agencies to question their perceptions of preparedness for active shooter scenarios.

## Author Name | Sample Characteristics | Association Between X & Y | Main Finding
--- | --- | --- | ---
Sandra J. Austin  
(2003) | The school district of Columbine and the emergency management agencies responding to the school during an active shooter situation | Yes | The Columbine High School shooting highlighted the faults in responding agencies and the school system in regards to radio communication and student relocation. There was no clear plan previously prepared.

Beth Schuster  
(2009) | A survey given in 2006 to school districts around the nation | Yes | Approximately 82% of school districts provided funding or offered training for active shooter preparation to faculty and staff.

Daniel A. Pignatelli  
(2010) | An anonymous agency in Ohio referred to as the Metropolitan Police Department | Yes | The Metropolitan Police Department implemented an abundant amount of active shooter preparation tactics. As they began to incorporate training on a weekly basis.

Marino, Michael; Delaney, John; Atwater, Paul; Smith, Reed  
(2015) | Fire-fighters, emergency medical services, and law enforcement responding to Columbine High School | Yes | Prior to Columbine, law enforcement handled active shooters completely different with a less engaging approach based on the “5 Cs”.

Warwick, James, P.  
(2015) | 102 graduates from the Federal Bureau of Investigation National Academy Graduates | Yes | Of the 102 respondents, 72.55% indicated that their department had a written plan for an active shooter.

## Caution/Attention

### Hypotheses

It is hypothesized that after the Columbine High School shooting emergency management agencies were forced to stress training focused on active shooter scenarios more than ever before.

### Summary of Results

Not only have emergency management agencies put forth more resources and budgeting towards preparing for a school shooter scenario, but school districts have also taken action to provide faculty and staff with training and comprehensive plans.

### Conclusion & Implications

The shooting of Columbine High School in 1999 was an event that would forever change the perception of school violence. It was a moving force towards emergency management agencies and school districts developing comprehensive plans on dealing with active shooters. More money and time was invested in training individuals, equipment and in-depth response plans.